BARS Bean Bag Bohemia | Billy the Bums | Snap Wine Bar | BAT Deck | King Club | Taco Zulu | Cubana | Lazy Lizard | Waxy’s | Franki Bananaz | Cool Runnings | Bud's on the Bay
MUSIC VENUES The Willowvale | Burn |Origin | The Winston | Thunder Road Rock Diner | Zulu Jazz Lounge | BAT Centre | Jubilee Hall (Jubes) | UKZN Jazz Centre | Zack’s @ Wilson’s Wharf
RESTAURANTS Spiga d’Oro | Yossi’s | Fusion | Aubergine | 9th Avenue Bistro | Hemingway’s | Roma Revolving | Engine Room | Marco’s | Café 1999 | Market | Moyo | The Cargo Hold | Pizzetta
CAFÉS The Corner Café |Arts Café @ KZNSA | Exhibit | Vida e Caffè | Sprigs | St Tropez | Mark Gold | The Royal Coffee Shoppe | Antique Café | Verde
SHOPPING The Space | Euforia | Max | Idols | Mooi | Rozanne & Pushkin | Charcoal and Chocolate | KZNSA Gallery Shop | I Heart Durban Market | Wardrobe | Fat Tuesday | Essenwood Market
ART GALLERIES KZNSA | ArtSpace | Durban Art Gallery | Artisan | Kizo | Elizabeth Gordon Gallery | Tamasa Gallery | The Art Room | Crowser Gallery | Gallery 415 | Green Gallery
BANDS T.H.O.T.S. | Fruit & Veggies | Lowprofile | Sibling Rivalry | City Bowl Mizers | Manuvah to Land | Crossing Point | Gary Thomas | Spitmunky | Dan Patlansky | Guy Buttery | Love Jones | Seether |
Felix Laband | Squeal | Contrast the Water | The Otherwise | Pocket Change | Avatar | Car Boot Vendors | Go! Go! Bronco
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Durban is an alarming city. It entangles you with her tongues
that speak in dialects from afar, from places where you find
coarse red sand and others where little girls run adrift among
seashells, shoeless and lost in childhood time. Purple Jacaranda
trees bloom in November; hot-pink Bougainvillea runs wild;
delicate Frangipanis carpet the way past the bakery with the best
bread everyone feeds the Botanical Gardens’ ducks. The City of
Bananas and the City of Poison, Durban satiates you with her
energy that embodies playfulness, colour, and sunshine.

Ask the locals what they love and they’ll unanimously say: the
weather, the people, and the jaggedness around the edges.
Those who love Durban do so because they like to sweat a
little, rough it a little, but live a little — among the kind who’ll
stick around to share a joke, a Black Label quart, or a doublechip-and-cheese roti with mutton gravy. That’s a fourth love the
majority of Durbaners name: the 24-hour takeaway Johnny’s
Rotis. Because, being home to the biggest population of Indians
on earth bar India itself, Durban is a multicultural family in which
you cannot avoid adopting entire chunks of each other’s culture,
language and lifestyle — never mind an insatiable hunger for
curry. But also, because of the Durban state of mind that reckons
if it’s not hotter than the sun, it’s not hot enough…
Durbanites are an all-or-nothing kind of breed. They go big or
they go home and have a braai by the pool. Or a carboot jol
down at Blue Lagoon. Or a spliff then a surf in the green-blue sea
until the salt and the sun scorch skin to smithereens. But as smalltown and laidback as Durban can seem, anyone who’s inhabited
the place will say there’s no South African vibe of the same

CREATIVES Zanele Muholi | Michael MacGarry | Andrew Verster | Craig Native | Gideon | Bronwyn Vaughan-Evans | Jane du Rand | Coral Spencer | Roger Jardine | Grace Kotze | Richard Hart | Amanda Laird
Cherry | Lara Mellon | Garth Walker | David Basckin | Roger Young | Zwelethu Mthethwa
EVENTS Durban Designer Collection (DDE) | DIFF | Splashy Fen | White Mountain Festival | Uprising Festival | Mr Price Pro | The Durban July | Red Eye | I Heart Durban parties | NONONO!!!
THINGS WE DON’T LIKE Road name changes | Michael Sutcliffe | Not being able to walk on the beach at night | Having to drive everywhere | Never being able to wear winter clothes | Everyone leaving for
greener pastures | Badly maintained historic architecture in the city | Pot holes | Kids begging at traffic lights | Not enough seafront bars/restaurants
EXPERIENCES WE RECOMMEND Jumping off the North beach pier | Night drum circles in Bulwer Park | Prawn curry bunny chows at Buds on the Bay | Sundowners at the BAT centre | Tea and crumpets at Botanic
Gardens | Bar hopping in Florida Road | Shop hopping in Davenport Road | The Indian Spice Market in Victoria Street | A drive through the Midlands Meander | Suntanning in winter

degree. It’s like a 365-day holiday — in an urban subtropical jungle:
sometimes a piece of paradise, sometimes dark and dangerous; all
the time a place that’s sultry and raw with an ever-present sense of a
thunderstorm like no other about to unleash.
At the core of the energy that permeates a place are the voices that
resonate throughout. Some holler from the hilltops, some whisper
with the rustling leaves, but from the industry navigators to the
underground instigators through the man riding the escalator: these
are the players who define the game — the game that’s played in
what’s (a little patronisingly) named ‘South Africa’s playground’.
Introducing Garth Walker, the man behind Durban design agency
Orange Juice Design and, more recently, Mister Walker Design. He
is designer, curator, creative director, photographer, publisher, and,
before and after everything, a Durbanite who understands what that
means:
“On graduating, a certain 1976 uprising ended hopes of a highly
paid career in a Durban ad agency. Back then, Durban was SA’s
advertising hotshop, yet the only work going was with a family-owned
printing business — so I grabbed the R180 a month and settled into
my adopted city.

“Thirty-something years later, I’m still here. I learnt long ago I’d never
be even moderately well-off, but there might be a little cheesecake
in between the Durban designer diet of broccoli. Since 1994 I’ve
travelled to so many cities I’ve lost count, on all five continents, to show
the world the wonders of SA. Having now been amost everywhere, I
can say with conviction that Durban is the most ‘creative’ (awful word)
city on earth. More than Shanghai, Barcelona, Paris or New York.
“Why? Simple really. Durban is completely fucked up. We don't
know what we are, or why. If we ever discover ‘what’ or ‘why’, it’s all
over. We’ll then become another poncy outfit like Cape Town, full of
wannabe trendies and Eurotrash. Or Sandton, which is increasingly like
Dubai at the bottom of Africa. Durban’s been saved by the fact that we
slowly rot in the summer, mushrooms grow in your armpits, even plastic
rusts, and life is cheap. Meaning dangerous. And it’s in the danger
zone where creativity thrives. Creativity dies when it’s safe or routine —
and Durban is neither.
“By far the largest common connector for local creatives — in any field
— is Durban. If you disagree, start counting the names and joining the
Durban Dots...”

THE CREATIVE INCUBATOR

Seemingly, many Durbanites are painfully aware of this
curse, and on a hell-bent mission to remedy it.

Join the dots you can indeed, and from Mister Walker we head to
the illustrator who decorated these pages. He’s behind Durban’s
Hope Project and one of the talented Verb artists to feature in
the recent City Slickers Poster Show. He is the one, the only, the
illustrious Wesley van Eeden.

Bridging the gap between design and music, a small
Durban company has emerged that merges the two
with a love for the city and her people. I Heart Durban
parties are a phenomenon capturing the essence of
the place in their desire to create something new that’s
not gimmicky but which wants simply to satisfy a need.
I spoke to Kieran Smith, one of the parties’ creators,
and an artist, musician and town planner who has done
just about everything creative around the block umpteen
times (including busking on street corners) in his attempt
to paint Durban red.

So what is it to Wes that makes Durban’s heart and soul different
from other SA cities?

According to Durban boy Roger Young, founder of SA culture
site Mahala:

“Friends and I discuss this often and we realised it’s easier to get
your name out in Durban because it’s isolated. Garth Walker
once said Durban is a creative incubator — but sadly, many leave
for greener pastures once they’ve hatched! It’s also because
Durban is seen as the third or fourth ‘coolest’ city in SA, the
underdog in a way, and that makes it interesting. But, all over
the place, freaking talented people are living 100 metres down
the road. For example, Paul Hepker, who wrote the soundtrack to
Tsotsi, lived in my road.”

“There’s a gritty charm to the scene that’s missing in überpolished venues. Richard Brokensha (Isochronous, Kidofdoom]
says every fourth gig they play there is amazing and the other
three are shit. And they’re fine with that, because when it hits that
‘amazing’ it’s better than anything else. It’s a funny little scene
that way. But when somebody does break, it’s usually big.

East Coast Radio DJ Jane Linley Thomas says much the same:
“Durbs (and Pietermaritzburg) is the breeding ground for some
of SA's, and the world’s, greatest. Just look around at people like
Craig Native, Shaun Morgan, Felix Laband, Gideon, Kirsten Goss
and Amanda Laird Cherry to see Durban holds itself beautifully.”

“The whole Durban scene is built up in such a way that it’s hard
for young new acts to perform. It’d be great if there were more
dedicated promoters. But Durban has this ethos that anyone with
a dream gets out. It’s like a womb to develop ideas, not for them
to live.”

“The parties were started out of frustration around the
music played in Durban — you know, mainstream schlock
or hardcore Burn vibes — as well as the pretty arb design
element around town. We wanted to have fun dance
parties where at least we’d have control over the tunes
and the aesthetic, which was novel at the time. My buddy
Garett van der Spek and his then-fiancée came up with
the name and the idea to have a design feature for each
party, for the flyers and t-shirts, and they’ve been created
by Durban's best! The music and design elements are still
the core defining aspect that makes it different to any
other party in town.”
Another venture of a stormier nature (the music is harder,
the name not quite so sunshine-and-kittens), but with the
same intent of rejuvenating and reinventing a city that’s
not taken as seriously as it’d like, is NONONO!!! And
from the mouth of its creator, Travis Lyle:

And what does Jane love most about Durbanites?
“Bru, at a wedding seeing a cute man in a suit, complete with
slops. Only in Durban! The surf and sea culture is big, and with
that comes irie cool people. Durbanites are chilled, kind, and
always up for a good time. When we party, we shine.”

“With its name derived from the rallying cry ‘No More
Corruption! No More Injustice! No More Shit Music!’,
you’d be forgiven thinking NONONO!!! is a political
party, but you’d be wrong. Featuring the finest electro
Durban has to offer, NONONO!!! is more than a party
— it’s a meeting of minds, cultures, attitudes and musical
genres. An event where designophiles shake their tails
alongside B-boys, ravers rub shoulders with illustrators,
and music producers and DJs conspire to push the
boundaries, it’s a rare get-together where everyone’s
worth talking to. NONONO!!! provides a nocturnal
snapshot of Stone City and all its glorious subcultures,
defining the sights and sounds that rock the inner city.”

Durban journo (and drummer for punk band Lowprofile) Yusuf
Laher got chatting with band booker and stage manager Taryn
Fonseca this Splashy Fen, who reiterates this about Durban
parties:
“Even though it’s a small crowd, every single band I bring says
there’s no party like Durban. People do whatever it takes to get
there. When a band tours, the same people go to every show in
a week. That’s what I love.”
Musically speaking, one small seed music ed (also hailing from
KwaZulu-Natal) Jon Monsoon’s view on the place of palm trees
and waves is that “there isn’t much to differentiate ‘Indian Ocean
club Tropicana’ from other cities in suburban SA. Durban’s
soundtrack mish-mashes hairy house, progressive punk, manly
metal and some seriously chilled grooves befitting its bohemian
beach-bound brigade.” He continues:
“But things weren’t always this way. In the ‘90s, Durban was
the envy of the country’s live music scene. Durban was officially
‘Rock Capital’. Upcountry music festivals swayed or moshed to
a bunch of Durban’s finest. Bands like Squeal, Arapaho… It was
reported in ‘99 that 75 percent of all recorded local music came
from the KZN region. And then... it all went quiet. Nowadays,
Durban remains a largely silent partner.”

illustrations from I Heart Durban party posters
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DURBAN ‘CBD’
Of sights and sounds of the inner city, let us depart for a while to
tour Durban central — not the hub of big business and corporate
ventures but of the kind of trade happening from the ground up.
Please welcome, as your guide, Simon Hartley — journalist and
student of life in the perpetual summer city.
Pounding the pavement abreast some 70 000 fellow Durbanites
towards the unofficial CBD, Warwick Triangle, I’m on a CityWalk
through the heart of my hometown with local architect and
philosopher-poet Doung Anwar Jehangeer. I dodge pavement
jellyfish and bright red lucky beans mashed into the concrete.
Besides the beachfront, Durban isn’t pedestrian friendly. Roads
are busy and wide; pavements uneven, and sometimes nonexistent. Most middle-class Durbanites venture as far as they
can drive, locked behind smash-and-grab-proof windows, airconditioning and the soothing tones of East Coast Radio’s Dave
Guselli.
Doung shifts this paradigm of ‘safe spaces’ by taking so-called
Durbanites from the upmarket Musgrave Centre [local privateschool mothers are nicknamed Musgrave mommies, to give a
sense of milieu] into the de facto heart of their city — often for
the first time in their lives.

Spat back into mainstream Durban via subway onto the palmtreed Esplanade, we pass stunning examples of Durban’s rich Art
Deco heritage — a collection second only to Miami Beach’s. On
any other day I would’ve cooed at the pastel façades flaunting
Durban’s idiosyncratic response to the 1930s movement: African
fauna and traces of Egyptian, Classical, Hindu, Islamic and
Imperial motifs mingle happily with sunburst patterns and opulent
decoration. We mosey down to the BAT Centre for a beer and to
watch the tugboats toil.
I think back to the segway to Warwick, which doubles as a human
meat-grinder — at least in theory. For me, it’s the site of a lesson
in pavement grass from Doung: “Nature prevails. We can try to
suppress life with our tarmac, but it’s a losing battle. And very
silly.” Recently, City Management made a failed play at evicting
the Warwick Triangle traders to build a shiny new mall on the site.
The irony is too sweet to bear. In the midst of squalor, commerce
and worship, I have the overriding feeling that in Warwick, life
prevails — even if all we see of it is what escapes through the
cracks.

AT THE HEART OF THE CITY
The city becomes more breathtaking the higher
up you venture towards the ridge, with the
compact city centre sliding open and the ocean
pulling out majestically to stretch up the coastline.
Moses Mabhida Stadium sits like an odd white
UFO-cum-fruit basket by the railway, cutting off
some ocean view. Many Durbanites are proud of
it. Others will get used to it. Back in suburban
Durban, small bars and takeaways throb, raised
voices revelling in that reclining Durban fashion.
Even here, the disdain for ‘shiny new malls’
persists — an attitude in itself distinctly ‘Durban’.
Rick Andrew, graphic design lecturer at DUT,
paints a similar picture:
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“Durban is home to three cardinal cultures:
African, European and Indian. Boasting fine Art
Deco buildings, Indian temples, and Victorian
architecture, Durban’s history is manifest in the
architecture. In short, Durban is still a place — not
just another motherboard on the circuit of retail
culture; think of the pavement cafés of Glenwood,
Morningside and Musgrave where you can still live
the ‘village’ life without living in a shopping mall.
There’s the Durban Art Gallery, the KZNSA and
ArtSpace, running exhibitions all year. There are
clubs, music venues, bookshops and… without
mentioning names, I’ve said enough… (Actually,
maybe I shouldn’t say anything because the
‘developers’ might read this and come running
with their plans for retail efficiency.)”

Some kilometres on, Warwick Triangle explodes with smells,
colours and sounds that are overpowering, alien, acrid and
delicious. The muthi, meat and vegetable traders are doing a
brisk trade, full of quick-fire chatter and discounts. To my left a
kid hunkers down, feasting on his Streetwise 2, near a middleaged woman selling chicken legs. Smiles are given as change.
We pass a church appropriated by a strangler fig, whose roots
form the roof and the walls, sheltering a devout congregation.
Moving into Victoria Market, heaps of fiery chilli-powder line
the walkway like torches.

Far from punting retail efficiency, Anna Savage
founded the I heart Durban Market two years
ago to promote local arts, crafts and design,
and has since launched a project to open a
DJ bar called UNIT 11. This will be an indie/
electro music venue with an added emphasis
on games — so not just music and beer can be
enjoyed among friends but also foosball, cards,
dice, backgammon and pingpong. Anna also
illuminates the state of mind that is ‘Durbanness’:
“Durban is paradise. The sea is warm, the plants
luscious, the people friendly. It's an African city; it
doesn't try to be Eurocentric. Durban is the ugly
duckling to Cape Town and Jozi: it's always two
steps behind. But it’s because there’s no huge
driving force to be current and hip that in fact
allows Durbanites to explore their own creativity
much more. There are no expectations and so the
options are endless. That is where true creativity
grows.”
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Another creative accolade for the sunshine city is in film, from
housing the first cinema in the country in 1909 to the globally
acclaimed annual Durban International Film Festival (DIFF). In
many ways, DIFF provides the small but passionate Durban art
community with a strong fix of credibility and self-esteem. Over
300 films are flighted, most of which are premieres. Dr. Zoë
Molver, of UKZN’s media and communication department, has
witnessed its virtuosity over the years, and shares her anecdote
of the affair:
“From 1945 to his retirement in 1975, my father was the Durban
‘Weather Man’. For thirty years, with the help of weather satellites,
outsize balloons and (to my child eyes) a magical ability to read
feathery cirrus traces and ice-cream-coned cumulonimbus, he
would, finger held skyward, predict that we could, after all, go to
the Durban Drive-in to see Elvis in Blue Hawaii, as the rain would
be over in time for the first show. As Meteorologist’s Daughter
I thus cannot claim any responsibility for what I love most about
this city — its intense, humid summer heat stretching beyond May.
Notwithstanding the challenges to sustainable energy under these
conditions, Durban has, for the past 30 years, been home to the
Durban International Film Festival, founded by Ros and Teddy
Sarkin. With the help of wallcharts, a few volunteers (myself being
one), outsize chutzpah and (to my adult eye) a magical ability to
get films and filmmakers to South Africa, against all odds, Ros
Sarkin would, black hard-cover jotter in hand,
assure us that Durban could, after all,
get to see Bertolucci’s 318-minute
Novecento, albeit that the
only copy was still in Hong
Kong. And we did.”
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As I said, all-or-nothing kinda folk who, given the motivation,
make magic happen.
Iain Robinson, aka DJ Ewok, Durban-based actor, musician,
spoken word performer, poet, graffiti artist and hip-hop activist
currently involved with electro hip-hop act Spitmunky, captures
the heart of what the city is all about:
“It’s the family vibe. There’s no pretension. Even if you’re the
headline act, if there’s a sound problem, you know you’re going
to be cable-tying shit to the roof. But everyone’s in it to win it.
It’s solid. It feels like a real foundation. You feel safe knowing
everybody’s on the same trip.”
Like grass pushing through cracks in the pavement fighting for
sun, there’s a sense that in Durban you will always have to do
some struggling. Sometimes it kills you; sometimes it makes you
stronger. But there’s something here that makes it worthwhile.
It’s something in the air — an omnipresent energy, building up
like the pressure in the sweltering summer months. It brews lazily
but continuously, quietly and dangerously, day in and day out.
And then something snaps. A rumble in the distance; a green
flash of light in the afternoon sky; a
crack of thunder. Suddenly it’s clear
that the intensive build-up has all
been towards this moment: for
it to be released, explosively,
in a storm that’ll either scare
you shitless, or remind you
why you’re fighting to stay
alive.

